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It’s a system, a tool kit, a recipe book. Beginning with one irresistible idea--a complete home bar
of just 12 key bottles--here’s how to make more than 200 classic and unique mixed drinks,
including sours, slings, toddies, and highballs, plus the perfect Martini, the perfect Manhattan,
and the perfect Mint Julep.It’s a surprising guide--tequila didn’t make the cut, and neither did
bourbon, but genever did. And it’s a literate guide--describing with great liveliness everything
from the importance of vermouth and bitters (the “salt and pepper” of mixology) to the story of a
punch bowl so big it was stirred by a boy in a rowboat.

“Easy, smart, and fun to read." –Men's Journal"With this book in hand, your 12 bottles will
provide at least a year’s worth of excellent drinks, both classic and modern.” –Wall Street
Journal“It's the bane of the home mixologist -- complicated cocktail recipes that call for multiple
(and often pricey) esoteric liquors doomed to be used once, then linger for years at the back of
the cabinet. Convinced there had to be a better way to stock a bar, Lesley Jacobs Solmonson
and husband David Solmonson set out to cull the cocktail herd and home in on only the most
essential ingredients for great drinking.”– J.M. Hirsch, Associated Press“Starting a home bar
from scratch can be daunting and expensive… With the right selection, you can keep your stash
simple and still be able to make just about every cocktail you could imagine.”–
Brooklynmagazine“Make enough cocktails to last you a lifetime. Limited to only seven spirits,
one liqueur, two vermouths and two styles of bitters, you will indeed have a collection that in
many ways will exceed most typical bars around the country.”– Good Spirits News“Here’s to
smart barkeeping: Make hundreds of cocktails from a mere dozen bottles.”– Cooking Light“A
great home bar is an abridged one… The 12 Bottle Bar offers tips on stocking enough liquor to
keep your cocktail list large but your investment small.”– Los Angeles magazine“An innovative
idea.”–Town Country“Covers the bases of modern cocktail making thoroughly.”– Kindred
Cocktails“Maximum cocktail potential from just a few bottles.”– Liquor.com“The perfect
precursor to a establishing a successful home or café beverage program.”– Fresh Cup“How
many cocktails could you make using just 12 bottles without sacrificing flavor, technique, or
creativity? The answer: enough to give your local molecular mixologist a run for his money.”–
Publishers Weekly―APAbout the AuthorDavid Solmonson and Lesley Jacobs Solmonson are
the husband-and-wife publishers of the popular blog 12bottlebar.com. Mr. Solmonson has
written for both film and television, while Ms. Solmonson, spirits and wine writer for L.A. Weekly,
is also the author of Gin: A Global History and the forthcoming Liqueur: A Global History. The
Solmonsons live in Los Angeles.
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William, “Have bought multiple copies of this book. If you are clueless (like me) about cocktails,
then this is your book. I have gifted multiple copies of this to friends. It is designed to be a
starting point for knowledge and practice. It can even be a final stop if it suits you and you will be
just fine. I have used it for 10 years plus. I just made a Fedora for the first time tonight! Yummy!! If
you buy this for the brandy milk punch alone (Christmas in a glass), it is worth it. My cocktails are
now better than most any bar tender I come across. I want a hardbound to be made available.”

Negative459, “Great book, but be a little wary of the title. This is a good book. I picked it up on a
whim because I already had most of the bottles listed. The title is a little misleading at first
glance. The 12 bottles are just the core spirits. You will still need things like simple syrup, bitters,
citrus juices, egg, some liqueurs, etc. but they're relatively basic and inexpensive items. It avoids
complex drinks that want you to spend x50+ on a fancy French syrup or liqueur that you'll use a
splash of once and then it will sit in your cabinet forever. Just be aware that there's more to it
than meets the eye. On the plus(?) side, it shamed me into juicing my own citrus instead of
buying concentrates at the store.I appreciate how light and engaging the writing style is. It's a
book that you want/need to actually read, at least in the beginning, to understand the reasons for
their picks, their methods, fun cocktail history etc. It's not just a boring recipe book, nor should it
be treated as such. The recipes evolve too. It literally starts with 1 bottle cocktails that are simple
to make, then they add a second bottle in the next chapter and tell you 1 bottle recipes for that
spirit, as well as multiple bottle cocktails for it and the previous bottles. That adds a fun factor to
it and eases you in as you accumulate more of the ingredients if you're building your bar as you
go. At any point you can skip to the index and look up drinks by name, ingredient, or even
occasion, so once you get confident or just want to explore or recap you have quick access. I
have given a couple copies of this book as gifts and they were well received.”

OKG, “Informative and entertaining. I learned a lot from this book, including lots of great recipes.
I followed the authors' recommendation on which liquor to buy and loved each of them-well,
maybe not the Geneve! I have given this book as a gift to several friends and recommend it
without hesitation. It has saved me hundreds (no, thousands) of dollars knowing that "premium"
liquors don't have to cost an arm and a leg. As a recovering Southern Baptist, this book was a
Godsend!”

fanofuna, “Economical Sense for the Wannabe Mixologist. This is a fantastic book. I'm not a
serious drinker, but ever since getting into a culinary program I've become more interested in
cocktail-making (and drinking).Pros:- Keeps things real and economical by limiting to just 12
bottles. So far I'm doing just the 8 bottle bar and am getting a lot of practice (vodka, gin, rye
whiskey, brandy, sweet & dry vermouth, orange liqueur, and aromatic bitter).- There are "extras"
you need to make like simple syrup, honey syrup, etc., but it's simple. For example honey syrup



is just "honey + warm water". I bought my grenadine since I live in an area with locally made
cocktail ingredients.- Fun stories littered throughout the book.- Book tells you that recipes asking
for martini glasses are for 4.5 oz glasses (so I bought 5 oz glasses).- Each recipe recommends
what glass container to use, the ice, and how many people it's for.- There is an extra chapter (ch
14) focused on beer, wine, and cider mixes which is super cool.- There is a section on the back
that suggests drinks based on themed night (i.e. poker night, Christmas, etc.)Cons:- It doesn't
really say how to scale a cocktail drink for 2-3 people. If drinking alone that's fine. But if I have
1-2 guests over I guess I would have to start all the way at the beginning to make a drink for each
person, rather than mix enough for more and just pour multiple glasses. However, there are
some recipes in the book which are batch, party-sized.- When the books ask for fruit slices it
doesn't specify how to slice it or if you need to peel it (except for pineapple which says skin
removed).- It would be super cool if there was a section in the back that lists the syrups in the
book and then all the recipes that ask for that syrup. For example, if I have an extra batch of
honey syrup in the fridge I would have to search the book for a recipe that uses it.************This
is a win for the home bartender or wannabe mixologist. I don't want to become a professional
bartender, I just want to try out flavors and impress friends/girls. This book is a great starting
point because it focuses on starting with a small bar.”

Allison, “Fun, Informative, Tasty. Great little book for not that much money. An essential for new
(and old) bartenders. Not just for the recipes - I love the anecdotes and stories. One drawback:
I'm sad how little attention Rye gets despite being a full fledged bottle of of the bar. It's
understandable not every drink can get some love since the whole point is a 12 bottle bar. But if
you're going to include a drink, why put only a few recipes in its 3 or 4 page section when other
sections are 50+ pages long? Another slight criticism is that the book leans very heavily on egg
white recipes which I cannot try because of allergies - I've read online some substitutes (Fee
Foam or Aquafaba), but probably should have been mentioned in the book. Overall very good.”

Rebekah, “Great selection and Helpful Tips. My husband bought me this for my birthday with a
bar-tending kit, since I've always dreamed of being one of those glamorous hostesses from the
fifties who mix drinks in their pearls.This book has been fantastic! Love the variety of drinks
included, and I love the suggested bottles for each alcohol type. I've followed their
recommendations for the most part and haven't been disappointed.Personally, I'm a nerd, and I
love how they include little fun fact tidbits about the different drinks they've included as
well.Great book to get you started in your mixology journey!”

NYRangers, “Good. It’s a good book but somehow doesn’t quite get to the Great level. I would
suggest a book for someone who has a couple of entry level cocktail books and wants to
progress a bit.”



AlexS, “Clear, concise, and some interesting reading too.. First and foremost, this is a great
introduction to cocktail making for beginners like us. It takes a little bit of investment to get the
basics but we've had a lot of fun picking a bottle and experimenting over the last few months.
Rum and Whiskey cocktails have not disappointed so far and I fully expect the gin, vodka,
genever etc ones will be equally delicious.”

Steve Webb, “Good start into making cocktails at home. Very good book divided up into sprit
based chapters with advise on what to buy also has wine based cocktails. Index very good no
pictures of cocktails. Best book on cocktails I have read so far”

Neil, “Recommended. Great book plenty of detail, pictures are not great. But definitely worth
buying. Recommended”

The book by David Solmonson has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 420 people have provided feedback.
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